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t h e  c o m p l e t e  s e r v i c e

Setting Standards - Not Following Them

www.tcsimports.com
or contact your local representative:

Scotland - Donald Coltart on 07831 188844
North West, North East, Lincolnshire & Yorkshire - Gavin Boden: 07720 074906

East & West Midlands - Peter Bellis: 07860 418168
London North Thames to Northamptonshire - Trevor Cassell: 07710 727895

London and South East - Contact Office
South West & South Wales - Paul Clifford on 07886 642086

Ireland: 042 9 351 351

UK: 00353 42 9 351 351

Thank you to all our 
customers who visited us at 

Interiors Show 
and made our VIP concept 

such a success

PRICE £649.00*

BBradleyy
3+R+RRVIP

PRICE £575.00*

HHannah
33++22VIP

PRICE £276.25*

DDEELLPPHHIINNEE TTAABBLLEE 

&& 66 SSTTAANNTTOONN

CCHHAAIIRRSSVIP

Become a TCS

VIP
Customer

* Terms & Conditions Apply

VIP STEALS
THE SHOW
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A cold blow

Andrew Kidd
EDITOR

Cover pic @

24%

Too cold, too sunny, too wet – it all has an
impact, usually not one that brings good
news. While the newspapers and TV news
were full of images of children sledging and
cars stuck in the snow in early January, many
interiors, particularly furniture retailers, were
sitting twiddling their thumbs. 

Having got off, by all accounts, to a very
good start the winter sales ground to a halt
as shoppers were deterred from travelling by
the weather or unable to venture out from
their homes.

For many retailers this will have been a big
blow, especially the smaller independents
whose local press and radio advertisements
were being read or heard as the snow fell. 

Add to this the fact that many shoppers’
thoughts would have turned from a new sofa
or carpet to taking an early holiday
somewhere warm, and you can easily
understand why retailers would be in a
downbeat mood.

However, the feeling among retailers at
Heimtextil, Domotex, IMM Cologne and
Interiors was more upbeat than might have
been expected given what they had just
gone through. 

The majority seemed to accept that they
would not get those lost sales back, but were
hopeful they would pick them up at Easter.

With more snow forecast as I write this,
let’s hope Mrs Smith gets fed up looking at
the carpet she didn’t replace last month or
eating at the same old dining table, as she
turns up the central heating another degree
or two.

Last month also saw the launch of two
campaigns: Prince Charles highlighted the
position of sheep farmers and the benefits of
wool (see p34), while FIT hopes to raise much
needed funds directly from product sales
(see p9). 

Both deserve to get the full support of the
industry. 

Never under estimate how
weather related interiors
retailing is.

The stunning Charlotte collection
by Willis & Gambier is inspired by
18th century French furniture
and made from oak, giving it a
contemporary twist.
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CONTACT:

Andrew Cavaciuti: South/West/Wales Channel Islands, andrewcavaciuti@hotmail.co.uk, tel: 07500 830 888

Barry Webb: Midlands and key accounts, barry.webb@furnitureorigins.co.uk, tel: 07702 603 971

Mike Brown: North England and Scotland, maik.brown@furnitureorigins.co.uk, tel: 07831 572601

Rossmore: Dermot McNally, Ireland, dermot@rossmorefurniture.ie, tel: 00 35 3 478 1366/478 1360

Teresa Reaney: head of sales and marketing, teresa.reaney@furnitureorigins.co.uk, tel: 07971 349 834

The Interiors Birmingham Show was a

phenomenal success following the launch of 5

new Bedroom and Dining collections from the

Furniture Origins Range

Our Versailles collection featured on the front

cover, inspired by timeless French sophistication

and transformed into a modern classic was an

instant Best Seller. The beauty of Birch and

cherry woods sourced from managed forests

with a wonderful depth of colour and finish offers

luxury at affordable pricing.

Three solid Oak collections Carmel, Caneel

Bay and Antibes are carefully crafted each

with its own individual style, designed for

modern living, with undeniable quality and

workmanship proved very successful sellers.

As did our French country cottage collection,

savannah, embodying classic style and

elegance, accentuated with natural oak tops

on a white painted body. 

The launch of our Glassware division E1

Origins, comprising of 25,000 individual

Handcrafted prices, and headed by Bo

Simonsen exceeded all expectations, with

retailers ordering 3 or more of the collections

offering simple to understand packages at

fantastic value for money a  perfect

accompaniment to the Dining ranges being

launched!

Furniture Origins will launch new collections

every quarter, for information on all of our

current and new ranges please contact our

sales office on 0845 223 4900

We will be exhibiting at the forthcoming

Manchester Show in July 2010 

Furniture Origins
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Trials boost polypropylene
carpet recycling options
The environmental impact of polypropylene carpets could be
significantly reduced by recycling. Trials suggest carpet waste
could be made into products such as plant pots, compost bins
and buckets.

Some 500,000 tonnes of carpet waste is sent to landfill each
year with the UK’s carpet industry recycling rate less than 2% –
an estimated 6,000 to 10,000 tonnes annually.

Axion Consulting carried out trials for Carpet Recycling UK,
with funding from Envirolink NW, to investigate recycling
options for post-consumer carpets and possible new end-use
markets for polypropylene products made from recovered
material. Processing stages involved size reduction, screening
and extrusion.

The findings could stimulate the UK’s fledgeling carpet
recycling industry and develop new markets for polypropylene
recyclate with associated environmental and economic benefits.

Tests showed that while post-industrial extruded polymer
had potential for use in a range of applications including
injection moulding, further work was needed to verify its
suitability. Post-consumer material could be recycled for
medium to lower grade applications such as plant pots,
compost bins or buckets. 

Roger Morton, Axion director, says the trials and laboratory
tests concluded that while the economics of the recycling

process ‘look promising’, the next steps would require large-
scale trials to assess commercial viability. 

‘We believe this is the first in-depth study of its kind in the UK
and are very pleased with the positive results. Carpet recycling
in the UK is currently limited with only a few companies
involved and recycling processing in development stages. So
this successful study shows exciting potential and promise for
material recovery from a difficult and largely-ignored waste
stream,’ he says.

Axion found that separating the carpets into material type is
vital to the viability of a commercial process to recycle carpets.
Mixed polymer carpet material is not suitable for extrusion, so
their end market is still likely to be other applications, according
to Morton.

Carpet Recycling UK was formed as a not-for-profit
association of carpet industry companies to take a lead in waste
reduction by coordinating research and development. It now
has a significant knowledge base and seeks further research
funding to pursue commercial scale carpet recycling trials. 

‘This study shows there is great potential to reclaim valuable
material from carpet waste and re-use it in new products in a
variety of end markets. We are actively pursuing fresh sources of
funding to take this exciting breakthrough to new levels,’ says
Kate Chappell, Carpet Recycling UK chief executive. 

Tread new ground
There are various end markets for

material from post-consumer carpets.

The main, relatively low value, end

market in the UK is for the equestrian or

horticultural sectors.  

In the equestrian market the material

recovered from carpets is used as a

surface material and laid on the ground.

But, once used for this purpose the

plastics cannot be recovered further.  

Although not a well developed 

option in the UK, the materials

recovered from carpets have the

potential for use in a range of everyday

products including: plastic park

benches, road cones, compost bins,

plastic car parts, soil erosion protection,

underlay, insulation, building products

and sports surfaces. 

The use of materials recovered from

carpets in the manufacture of new

carpets (closed loop recycling) is

possible, but not common.

Polypropylene carpets could be turned into plant pots
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Family affair
Italian furniture
manufacturer Bonacina
Pierantonio has become part
of Matteograssi. 

Isabella Bonacina and
Gianfranco Zanchetta sold
the firm to their nephews
and niece Massimo, Grazia,
Paola, Stefano and Elena
Grassi, to ensure continuity.

‘The two companies share
the same historical origins
and family relationship,’ says
Zanchetta.

Interfloor
To launch its Campaign
for Real Underlay,
Interfloor placed an
advertisement in last
month’s edition of
Interiors Monthly. Due to
a technical problem the
advertisement appeared
incorrectly. We apologise
to Interfloor, all our
readers and, of course
Mr Rubber, for the error.

Showing off
Corndell and La-Z-Boy
are among the latest
companies to join the
list of exhibitors for the
Manchester Furniture
Show. The 16-19 July
exhibition is now 75%
booked.

Partners
Leather care specialist
Corium Solutions has
boosted its overseas
presence with
partnership agreements
in China and India. It
already has a licensed
manufacturing plant in
Dongguan, South China,
and a trading operation
in the Tuen Men
Harbour district of Hong
Kong. Tianjan Sunhill
United will handle the
sales and technical
assistance to its clients
with manufacturing
partners in the region.
To complement the
growing demand for
Corium’s products in
India, Corium has
teamed up with Skicorp,
which has extensive
representation in India’s
leather industry. Corium
says the move improves
service by being closer
to clients’ manufacturing
partners.

HoF’s festive joy 
Department store chain
House of Fraser saw like
for like sales rise by 7.1%
in the eight weeks to 2
January, including its
biggest ever Christmas
week, with like for like
sales on Boxing Day up
27%. The chain was
£130m ahead of its debt
payment schedule at the
end of January.

FIT proposes 5% donation
from nominated products
The Furnishing Trades Benevolent Association –
the industry’s only dedicated charity – has
rebranded itself as Furnishing Industry Trust
(FIT) and launched a scheme to generate funds
from sales of products.

‘If we are to survive and continue helping less
fortunate colleagues for the next 100 years, FIT
is going to need more support from many more
people. In short, we must become much more
business minded and forge commercial links
with companies across the sector,’ says Tony
Attard, FIT national president.

Attard announced the launch of the FIT
Furnishings Scheme at January’s Interiors
exhibition. 

‘This is a fresh cause-related marketing
promotion for the furnishings industry and the
way it works is simple. Manufacturers, suppliers
and distributors of furnishings products are
being asked to nominate a product from which
5% of the proceeds will be donated to FIT to
fund grants for people working in, or retired
from, the furnishing industry. They may be
experiencing financial hardship or suffering a
personal crisis brought about by loss of
employment, illness or the breakdown of poor
housing,’ he says.

Consumers are familiar with and open to the
idea of a charitable element being included
within the cost of a product and for many it
offers an additional reason to buy, particularly
where the cause is made clear, he says.

FIT will supply promotional material to be
displayed on nominated lines highlighting the

fact that in buying that product, people 
are helping British furnishing industry 
workers who are experiencing unexpected
difficulties.

‘By partnering FIT, participating companies
can benefit from increased sales, access to new
markets, positive and ongoing PR coverage and
enhanced employee motivation,’ explains
Attard.

‘By joining the FIT Furnishings Scheme
companies will also be demonstrating to
employees that they are actively taking part in
a charitable scheme that will benefit employees
should they ever be in a position to need extra
help.’

FIT also announced the Women in
Furnishings Awards at Interiors, with an award
for the Furnishing Industry Businesswoman of
The Year for exceptional performance or
innovation in business and the Furnishing
Industry’s Inspirational Woman/Women of the
Year. The deadline for nominations is Monday
15 March. Visit www.fi-trust.co.uk

UK design promoted
British design is to be promoted at the International Famous Furniture Fair
(3F) exhibition in China. The British Consulate-General in Guangzho is
working with the organiser of the Dongguan show for British designers to
work with local manufacturers.

‘As the show is run by two trade associations, our aim is to get the most
benefit for our members through initiatives such as this,’ says Charley
Wang, international relations manager.

Next month’s show will also have a feature area dedicated to bamboo
furniture alongside a major design retrospective.

The show, which runs from 16-20 March, has added 20,000sqm of
exhibition space increasing it to 260,000sqm.

‘In March the focus is more toward international buyers,’ says Wang. ‘3F is
the most popular Chinese show with Chinese retailers and in September,
the show is more focused towards them.’
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Ikea’s UK profits take a fall 
Ikea saw UK profits drop in 2009 for the fifth successive year. Pre-tax profits fell 58% to
£17.1m in the year to 31 August, as sales went from £1.25bn to £1.23bn – the third
year sales have declined. 

Games on for
John Lewis
John Lewis is to be the official department store

provider to the London Olympic Games and

Paralympic Games. 

As part of the agreement, the chain’s Oxford

Street store and the branch adjacent to the

Olympic Park at Stratford, due to open next year,

will become key retail outlets for Games-related

merchandise, giving all net profit back to the

London organising committee. 

John Lewis will also help to furnish lounge and

reception areas at Games-time venues, as well as

provide warehouse space. 

Lord Coe, London 2012 chairman, says: ‘John

Lewis brings a wealth of retail experience which

will be invaluable to us as our merchandise

programme ramps up. Crucially, members of its

staff will join our own to provide expertise and

ensure those visiting our Games receive the

warmest of welcomes in 2012.’

Workers at carpet firm
InterfaceFLOR’s Lurgan, Northern
Ireland factory have agreed to
suspend strike action in a row over
payments at its Halifax, North
Yorkshire plant.

Pay rises were not given to staff
at either factory last April, but staff

at Halifax received a one-off
payment of up to £500, says Unite.

Steve Martin, InterfaceFLOR
operations director, says: ‘We do
not believe that strike action is
warranted.’

Union Unite is hopeful of
‘meaningful’ talks.

Private equity companies are considering bidding for DFS after it said

it was carrying out a strategic review that could lead to a sale or

flotation after enjoying a record year. 

Sales dropped 2.9% to £577.8m in the year to July 2009, but profits

jumped 42.1% to £86.7m. Since then sales have increased by a

double digit amount. 

Expansion was put on hold for three years, but Lord Kirkham,

chairman, has identified 30 possible store locations for the 78-store

chain. The first, Inverness, is due to open in the next few weeks.

John Lovering, outgoing chairman of Debenhams, who has a long

history of private equity deals, has reportedly joined with Permira to

prepare an offer for the UK’s largest upholstery retailer. The Financial
Times says Advent International and Cinven are among other private

equity firms interested.

However, the chain has carried out strategic reviews since Lord

Kirkham took the chain private in 2004 for £507m that came to

nothing. Potential investors will also be concerned of the importance

of the chairman to the business and what impact it would have if he

was less involved.

Firms consider
DFS bid after
record profits

Strike action suspended
Andy Street, John Lewis md and Lord Coe 
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SHOW SUCCESSES FROM SECONIQUE 
With our new products flying off our NEC Stand like hot 

cakes, here are just a few of the best sellers:- 

Harlequin Dining Set
Clear Glass/Black Border/Chrome/Black 
£99.50 

Harlequin Coffee Table 
Clear Glass/Black Border/Chrome 

£25.50 
(optional shelf assembly) 

Lamp Table Also Available 
£19.50 

Cara Coffee Table 
Clear Glass/Black Glass/Chrome
£19.50

Bahama Bar Chair 
Black PU

Chocolate Brown PU
Red PU

£45.00 PER PAIR

New Dresden 2 Drawer Bed 4’6” 
Expresso Brown PVC
£105.00 
Shown with Apollo Bedside Table 
£25.00 per pair

Lorimer Dining Set
Beech/Silver 

£79.50 
BUY ONE GET ONE FREE 

IF YOU DO NOT ALREADY HAVE A COPY OF OUR NEW FULL COLOUR
CATALOGUE AND PRICE LIST, PLEASE TELEPHONE 0121 506 4806

SALES TELEPHONE: 0121 506 4888 SALES FAX: 0121 506 4889
SALES E-MAIL: sales@seconique.co.uk

www.seconique.co.uk

Looking around many of the stands at the Interiors exhibition, it
became clear to me how many companies appeared to be
focused on appealing to the multiples and not independents.

Getting in with a handful of retailers is the name of the game
and everyone else can put up with it or go elsewhere. But why
is this happening? Why are companies not supporting the
independents?

Because of their scale, multiples can get better prices through
volume buying, but this just means the supplier is making less
margin. Yes, they may get more volume but who wants to be a
busy fool? And what happens when the buyer leaves for
somewhere else or decides they need to look elsewhere? A
large proportion of their
business goes with it and they
have nothing to replace it
because they have ignored the
independent sector.

It is tough enough for
independent retailers without
suppliers basing their ranges on
what multiples want. How can
the independent compete with
the multiple if they are both
selling the same product at
different prices?

Yes, it’s called competition,
but it’s not a level playing field.
When I started this company I
did so from a non-furniture
background and looked at what retailers were being offered. I
found it was more of a case of what was not being offered. Set
sofas sizes, colours and long delivery times don’t help a retailer.

By offering retailers a wide choice, including size and colour
and six-week delivery, independents can compete with the big
boys. Perhaps not directly on price, but they attract shoppers
who want something more suited to their actual needs. If the
sofa is exactly what they want and they can have it quickly,
what’s £200 across a set? Nothing.

Some companies offer a wide selection of products and
reasonable delivery times, so why is this not the norm?

I like to think I’ve raised the bar in terms of giving
independent retailers what they need to compete. If I – and
some other companies – can do it, surely others can meet those
levels. Are they not interested in independent retailers? If more
people don’t up their game, we could be left with a market with
only a handful of suppliers feeding a handful of retailers. And
who wants that? 

Thomas Small
TCS Imports md

We’ve raised the bar –
so meet the challenge

‘If more
people don’t
up their
game, we
could be left
with only a
handful of
suppliers’

012_IM_0210.qxp  3/2/10  14:01  Page 12
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1 Associated Weavers unveiled winning ranges at

Domotex, including Country Berber (pictured) a

follow up to Crossland, Jamaica, Soft Touch and

Simply Stunning, plus introducing a choice of weights

to successful colour banks. 

Tel: 01422 431 100 

2 Contemporary print collections remain a

cornerstone of the Prestigious Textiles portfolio,

and new for 2010 is Breeze, a selection of tropical-

style designs on cotton panama. Intended for drapes

and accessories, Breeze comprises a large, simply

drawn flower (Gloria) and companion mini-floral

(Loria), plus the outline leaves of Flourish, the all-over

medley of Fragrance and the cheery Bali stripe. 

Tel: 01274 688 448

3 The Koli pile carpet collection from VM-Carpet tells

powerful stories of Finnish nature. The inspiration for

the collection comes from the rugged landscapes of

Koli, grooves of eroded rocks and paths of the woods.

The collection consists of different patterns, colours

and sizes creating a diverse and compatible set. The

material is 88% wool and 12% polyamide. 

Tel: 00 358 20 4714280 

Email info@vm-carpet.fi

4 Underlay producer Novostrat has launched 2010

with the installation of an additional production line

to keep pace with its ever-growing order book.

Novostrat is already the largest producer of

polyethylene foam products in the Republic of Ireland

and has two additional manufacturing facilities in

Continental Europe.  

Tel: 00 353 61 339 287

5 When it comes to tactile appeal, few underlay types

can match Floorwise’s Longevity in Pinnacle guise.

Still one of Floorwise’s best selling underlays,

Pinnacle’s popularity is testament to the substantial

look and feel of the sponge rubber underlay that

consumers like. 

Tel: 01509 673 974 ���

NEW PRODUCTS
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YOUR 2010 
SUCCESS STRATEGY

THE 5 RETAIL ESSENTIALS
FOR MAXIMISING YOUR

SALES AND PROFIT…

l ADVERTISING – Most advertising does not work, so if
yours isn’t, stop wasting your money now and re-think your
advertising campaigns using a benefits-orientated-style.
Call Greenwood for effective copywriting know-how.

l PRODUCTS – Be ruthless with your precious floor
space. If a product or collection is not pulling its weight
after being given a fair chance, then clear it and replace it
with a better value line. Test your ranges in a Greenwood
Sale.

l SELLING SKILLS - Get good at selling. Most retailers
don’t bother with a proper sales process. The successful
ones do!  Invest time and money in quality sales know-how.
Call Greenwood to arrange an effective sales training
course.

l COMPETITION – Check your competition to find out
what they are offering. Avoid all-out price wars. Be sure to
out-do your competition on the most relevant beneficial
USP’s including choice, quality, value and service. Call
Greenwood to mystery shop your competitors.

l PROMOTION – Promote your business effectively.
Every good retailer from Tesco to Harrod’s does. Consider
using a ‘Greenwood’ sales promotion to increase sales,
turn stock into cash and win future market share, while
protecting your profit at the same time. Call Greenwood!

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT
GREENWOOD SALES...

Take a look at our website or call us now on 01625 521010,
or, send an e mail enquiry, and we’ll gladly discuss the 

possibilities we can offer you, without obligation.
We are now booking events for 2010 on a first come first

served basis.
Book early to guarantee exclusivity for your business.

Why not call Greenwood to find out more? Call us today.

GREENWOOD RETAIL LTD
Britain’s Leading Experts in Retail Sales Promotion

1 Wilmslow House, Grove Way, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AG
sales@greenwoodretail.com            www.greenwoodretail.com

G

www.carpenter.ltd.uk
email:glossop.sales@carpenter.com

tel:  01457 861141
fax: 01457 853198

Step
Deep

GIVE YOUR CARPETS THE
FACTOR ...

WITH CARPENTER LUXURY
UNDERLAY

WOW

For every step you take...

®
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6 Exhibiting alongside Domotex, Kronotex

showed Bliss, unveiled in 2009 as a

prototype. Inset fine, matt or high-gloss

aluminium strips, which give each room

noblesse and extravagance, extend along

the panels, which are only 113mm wide. 

Tel: 00 33 9626 9146

7 Vorwerk Carpets’ Scale tile collection by

Hadi Teherani opens up new horizons in

interior design. Whether in form, function or

design, the collection breaks with the

convention of standard shapes for tiles by

presenting formats in freely scaled shapes

without right angles. 

Tel: 00 49 51 5110 3734

8 Relaxateeze’s Arena three-seater leather

sofa has a recliner function and was among

several sofas, recliners, swivel club chairs

and chairs introduced at Interiors. 

Tel: 0141 420 7711

9 Baltic Wood has introduced several hand-

scraped finishes to its Timeless collection,

including transparent natural oil (pictured),

antique natural oil, white natural oil and

grey natural oil. 

Tel: 00 48 1 2622 8590

10 Domotex confirmed Domo’s ongoing

investment in the future, offering a wide

range of innovations at good value for

money. Tufted broadloom with

contemporary colourations, non-woven

collections, multipurpose artificial turf and

designer shaggy rugs match today’s trends.

Decorative carpet tiles complete the offer. 

Tel: 00 32 5533 5211

NEW PRODUCTS
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Crossland Berber
AVAILABLE IN: 2.5, 4 & 5 METRE WIDE • 85% Polypropylene 15% Polyamide

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION EMAIL: salesuk@awe.be

“My new carpet has a
warm and luxurious feel”
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History of innovation
Ulster Carpets’ commitment is as strong today as it was at its foundation

After seven decades of family
ownership, there is a risk that a
company can become conservative 
and stuck in its ways, adopting an ‘It’s
the way it’s always been done’ attitude.

At Ulster Carpets the opposite is 
true with a ‘can do’ attitude and a 
desire to provide high quality products
coming from the directors and instilled
throughout the company.

An example of this is Natural Choice,
Ulster Carpets’ eco collection due to be
launched this spring, as the company
responds to growing public awareness
of ecological issues. 

Made from 100% natural undyed
wool, the collection comprises a variety
of textured designs inspired by nature
that are complemented with a range of
plains.

Ulster Carpets has a team of highly
experienced in-house designers, all of
whom have backgrounds in textiles 
and the carpet industry. ���

Black Athenia
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For further information, brochures and flexible supply price lists please contact Paul or David:

Tel: 0161 203 6191        Fax: 0161 203 6270        E-mail: sales@ianmichael.co.uk        www.ianmichael.co.uk

IMA, New Street, Miles Platting, Manchester M40 8AA

We are the one stop supplier for
all your furniture needs: living, 
dining & bedroom cabinet, bed

frames & divans, fabric & leather
upholstery.

As well as a huge selection of
running lines we also offer end of
line ranges at heavily discounted

rates.

New lines arrive weekly with major
discounts on bulk orders & direct

containers.

Clearance stock also available at
monthly auctions.

Gain a competitive edge by 
contacting IMA today!

Solid oak dining chair 
only £19

Fabric & leather corner group
only £299

Leather reclining suite 3R+R+R only £599
Further savings on direct containers

Clearance Italian leather suites from £499

Genuine leather double bed frame £110 King-size metal bed frame £125

Tub chairs 
from only £39

Solid wood & leather chair
only £29

Italian aniline leather club chair
£99

Luxury double divan beds
from £99
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Jeremy Wilson, Ulster Carpets retail
sales director, says: ‘Our designers work
closely with our sales team to
communicate with retailers who are a
vital part of the process and they liase
with production and yarn suppliers to
innovate and develop new specifications.

‘The design team draws inspiration
from many diverse sources. Ideas could
come from an art gallery, nature, 
fashion – the shape of a seed head, a
new fabric or colour. They study 
historical fabrics, embroidered Indian
textiles, antique Persian rugs, retro
printed fabrics. 

‘And they look at other product areas –
our customers will be creating an interior
with upholstery, wallpaper, paint and
accessories – or they will have
possessions collected over years and
want a carpet to be just as timeless,’ he
explains.

Taking a design from concept through
to finished product in the shop can vary
from as little as a few months when the
design is more fashion related, to at least
a year for a range which may include a
selection of designs and colourways.

This is because Ulster Carpets
researches each range or new design
with retailers and customers, producing
many samples to develop new colours
and test market reaction.

Once there is a concept, the process of
the design itself starts on a CAD system,
where the pattern can be visualised in
repeat and colour experimented with.
The next step is to produce small ���

George Walter Wilson

The original factory in 1938

Quality  heritage
George Walter Wilson founded Ulster
Carpets in 1938 and it remains in
family ownership. As chairman of the
New Industry Council of Northern
Ireland, he wanted to reduce
unemployment in the area and after
being encouraged to open a carpet
mill he bought some looms from
Kidderminster and hired expert help.

Buying a former linen factory,
Ulster soon showed how important
innovation was with the launch of
15ft Axminster looms, reducing the
number of seams in carpets. It also
introduced the first electronic
jacquard looms offering unlimited
pattern repeats and Uniweave carpet,
which performed better than
traditional seamed carpets.

A decade later it developed the
revolutionary PSYLO technology,
overcoming the difficulties of
electronic jacquards, with less waste
and more colours. 

In 2006 it won the Queen’s Award
for Enterprise and in 2008 became
the first UK textile manufacturer to
be awarded the Carbon Trust
Standard. Last year it was the first UK
company to offer plain 5m wide
woven wilton.

handmade samples, and when the
selection is narrowed down, woven
samples in the finished yarn and colours
are developed. 

This blend of craftsmanship and new
technology is highly visible on site in the
skilled processes undertaken at the
company’s manufacturing base in
Northern Ireland. 

Having maintained it’s manufacturing
in the UK gives the company several
advantages, says 

York Wilton

Elements’ Organza Chateau
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Kingsmead Carpets
01827 831424 • info@kingsmead-sales.co.uk

www.kingsmeadcarpets.co.uk
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Nick Coburn, Ulster Carpets md.
‘Dealing with a UK based manufacturer

like Ulster Carpets presents many
advantages to the retailer. Our UK
location means we are well placed to
offer a timely and efficient service. Our
advanced weaving technology and
highly skilled workforce encourages
short lead times to  satisfy customer
needs. Over 95% of our product offering
can be serviced immediately from our
extensive stockholdings. 

‘Our ongoing investment in a new
distribution centre will further enhance
our ability to offer a world-class service
to supplement our high quality products.’

As part of the focus on quality, all
woven carpets are quadruple sheared
and inspected three times before they
are dispatched. 

All Ulster Carpets’ stock ranges have
been upgraded in the past five years to a
heavier weight two-ply yarn, resulting in
carpets with an 8% heavier pile weight
than five years ago, improving durability
of the carpet.

Ulster Carpets sources local produce
where possible and most of the wool it
uses is from the UK and Republic of
Ireland, with Norwegian and New
Zealand wool’s used for some light

colours. All ranges are offered in colour
matching multi-widths. For metric width
ranges (mostly Tufted and Wilton) this
means 5m, 4m, 3m, 2m and 1m. For all
Axminster ranges (except Elements) this
means 4.57m, 3.66m, 2.75m, 1.83m and
0.91m. This minimises waste and

eliminates seams giving a high quality
finish. All widths will colour match if
requested when the order is placed.

Never a company to rest on its laurels
continued investment has been typical
throughout Ulster’s history. 

Edward Wilson, Ulster Carpets
chairman explains: ‘The key to success in
this industry is to keep investing. Ulster’s
policy has always been to reinvest profits
in the best machinery available.’

This ethos still continues and Ulster
recently committed to investing £30m
constructing a state of the art
manufacturing facility in Portadown at 
its Seagoe site, setting an industry
standard for sustainable 21st century
manufacturing (see Interiors Monthly,
January).

Coburn says: ‘The first phase of this
development was the recent completion
of a new distribution centre, ensuring
that we continue to exceed the high
level of customer service and reliability
to the UK retail market for which we 
are renowned.

‘We have been successful throughout
the years because of our endeavour 
to listen and act on the needs of our
customers and the focus we place on
innovation.

‘These factors give us the confidence
to invest long term in the UK,
strengthening  our service offering to 
our key customer base and securing
hundreds of high value added local jobs.’Ariana Medici

Elements’ Organza Chateau
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arton thefloor
S e e  u s  a t  H a r r o g a t e  -  S t a n d  B 3 2  

Alex Kilday – Scotland: 07775 504929
Peter Baldwin – NW: 07973 410688
Mark Keepfer – Wales & SW: 07976 700222
Gary Kendall – Home Counties N: 7802 661944
John Constable – London & SE: 07836 734322
Mark Borrett – South & SE: 07968 119056

John Pringle – Cumbria & NE: 07779 140781 
Paul Brown – Midlands: 07973 783532

Richard Cooper – E Anglia: 07860 525245
Gary Foster – Home Counties N: 07515 283872

Mark Broster – London & SE: 07766 255222
Jenny Borrett – South & SE: 07969 816727

clarendoncarpets
Gorsey Lane, Coleshill, Birmingham, B46 1JU

Sales: 01675 433066

Reps & Agents:

©

Martin Pow – South West: 07968 119887
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Most sofas have an inherent flaw. They are at their most
comfortable when sat on – what they were designed for – but
this comfort is compromised when you do anything else, such
as lounge on it. Ekornes has moved to tackle this with the
introduction of its ErgoAdapt technology.

ErgoAdapt is built into the seat base of the fixed-back
Stressless E200 and E300 sofas and matching Long Seats. The
seat tilts automatically the moment you sit down, giving
additional support behind the knees and providing the most
comfortable sitting position. When you choose to lie down
across the sofa or on the Long Seat, the seat elevates to make it
stay completely flat, offering more comfort when lounging.

‘Stressless never compromises on comfort and although the

new sofa designs are lean and low, comfort has been increased.
Whatever the situation, the intelligent ErgoAdapt system
automatically adjusts the seat depending on your position. The
generous seats invite you to sit, lounge and totally relax,’ says
Duncan Box, Ekornes marketing manager.

The E200 is modern, straight-lined and metro in design while
the E300 has the perception of a softer line. This has been
achieved with curved arms within a square frame. The Long
Seats come in either option.

Comfort zone
New technology is making 

sofas more comfortable 

Top left: E200
Top right: Soul
Left: E300
Right: Computer
table

‘Comfort has increased. The
generous seats invite you to
sit, lounge and totally relax’
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‘It is all about creating a multifunctional comfort zone,
designed so that every member of the family can choose 
the position most comfortable for them. The sofas work alone
or can be grouped in a modular fashion with the Long Seat,’
says Box.

Customers can mix leather and fabric cushions to suit their
preference, as well as mix and match individual cushions for an
individual look.

‘There is no doubt our current customers will find these
extremely attractive, as well as a younger customer who will
appreciate the stylish looks accompanied by comfort beyond
their expectations,’ says Box.

The firm’s reclining offer has also been expanded. The
Stressless Soul sofas come as a high or low back reclining
models and have been designed to reflect the shape of the
popular contemporary Blues recliner launched last year. The
seating on these have a padded stitched look with an exposed
stainless steel frame, something Box says will appeal to those
who take a great interest in shape and line in their interiors.

In addition Stressless has introduced the Oxford recliner, a
neat interpretation of the Stressless winning recliner format,
that comes in three sizes.

Providing key furniture items for sitting rooms has become an
increasingly significant part of the Stressless brand, including
occasional tables. This is reflected in the launch of the Stressless
Flexi table, Swing table, Computer table and newly modelled
Ellipse table. 

The height adjustable Flexi is a top of the range, glass-topped
side table where the top can be tilted to accommodate a
laptop. Its design complements the Stressless Jazz, Blues

recliners and new Soul sofas. A slimline version of
Swing has been added, which can be attached to
both sides of most recliners. 

Designed with laptop use in mind,
Computer is a height adjustable table
that can be used on both sides of most
chairs.

The 
final 
product 
is the 
Ellipse table
update, 
with an 
improved 
design that is 
height adjustable and
can be used with both
recliners and sofas.

The designs have
been warmly
welcomed. 

‘Stressless continues to
innovate making its products more
attractive to a wider audience, with
strong price points and targeted
advertising it is an example of  how the
retailer-manufacturer relationship can be
most effective,’ says Angus Ponsford,
Ponsford of Sheffield director.
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Rise
and
shine
The Joynson Holland

brand is back to supply

its lift and rise chairs

For decades two words summed up the
market for chairs for the elderly: Joynson
Holland. Now the brand has returned,
aiming to restore its former glory.

It went into administration last year,
but was then bought by Samson, Willis &
Gambier owner. The official launch of the
revived Joynson Holland was at the
Interiors exhibition last month.

Previewed in the autumn, the brand
will be supported by a radio advertising
campaign.

Initially, there are a dozen models in
the lift and rise range, with fabric, leather,
velour and Dralon covers. The range is
expected to be expanded later in the
year. ���

All Joynson Holland chairs
feature powered actions
and emergency switches
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Affordable after sales care to
keep your customers happy.

First class, nationwide in-home
furniture repair and service...
If you are a furniture retailer or manufacturer, Servico can provide 
you with a full furniture repair service for your customers. Our wealth
of experience means that we can deliver an affordable solution with
a full support network - a solution that will help you look after
your profits, your customers and also increase repeat business! 

Why choose us:

* We focus on keeping your customers happy.

* We offer low cost service contracts.

* We can tailor our after sales warranties
to suit your needs, at competitive prices.

* We can take the hassle away and handle 
everything for you with Smart Serv - our user
friendly online management system.

Unit J, SK14 Business Park, Broadway, Hyde, Cheshire  SK14 4QF.

Speak to us today on 

0871 246 0022 quoting ref ’IMM’

or find out more at www.servico-ind.com
Skilled & experienced 

nationwide service team.
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All have powered actions, with Okin
motors, Leggett & Platt frames, battery
back up and an emergency switch.

According to David Langford, Joynson
Holland sales manager, price is less
important than in other sectors – as long
as delivery is quick.

‘It is an emotional purchase in many
cases, and likely to be a distress
purchase, such as an elderly relative
coming out of hospital, so speed of
delivery is of vital importance,’ he says.

While many retailers adopt a policy of
‘one on the floor, one in stock,’ Joynson
Holland will hold products in stock with
the aim of direct home delivery within 48
hours. Langford says the 48-hour delivery
should be in place by the middle of the
year. 

‘Where we can, we’ll deliver overnight
with the chair ready to use the next day,’
he says.

Certain elements of the sector have

Tune in to comfort
To support the relaunch of the

brand, some stockists will receive

backing for jointly funded radio

advertising.

Five advertisements have been

created, all giving the stockist’s

details and ending with the tag line

‘Comfort for living’.

Global Radio has been selected as

the brand’s radio partner, with

airplay on stations including Heart,

Capital, Hit Music, Galaxy, Choice,

Classic, LBC, XFM and Gold. 

been criticised for overcharging
vulnerable consumers with ‘two for one’
offers when only one chair is needed,
and high pressure sales methods in the
home. 

Langford says Joynson Holland will
avoid dealing with companies using such

techniques and seek furniture retailers
and specialist chair suppliers ‘with solid
reputations’ as stockists.

While to many consumers Joynson
Holland means little, Langford is certain
that for those using the chairs the name
is well-known. 

‘Joynson Holland is still a brand with
target end users. The people who buy
the chairs will remember Joynson
Holland, unlike their children who are
likely to be visiting the retailer. Often
price is not a consideration for them,
spending more than £2,000.’

Langford has priced the collection to
appeal to wider market, with retail prices
likely to range from £699-£1,199. Part of
this pricing decision is to quickly achieve
national distribution and sales – with
initially at least one stockist in every city
and large town – and to try to prevent
those in need of lift and rise chairs being
ripped off by unreliable dealers.

Retail prices range
from £699-£1,199
with fast delivery 
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Being on top of quality control is vital when importing huge volumes

What’s the least enjoyable part of being a
retailer? 

Having to tell a customer that there is
a problem with the furniture they have
ordered is not a task any retailer enjoys,
so imagine the concern you would feel if
you were importing millions of pounds
of furniture every year. And that furniture
was being manufactured thousands of
miles way.

According to Julian Bowen, owner of
the eponymous wholesaler, there is only
one way to make sure partner factories
are producing products to the required
standard: have people there.

The company employs two quality
control inspectors in China, one in Brazil
and is currently recruiting an inspector
for Malaysia.

‘You need people on the ground,
hence our investment,’ says Bowen. 

‘Consumers are demanding a better
quality finish and that passes back down
the supply chain. You can use an agent
but they are working for themselves and ���

can turn a blind eye. If you are going to
be a professional importer that is what
you have to do. Our suppliers know that
all three are full-time employees so they
know they will be able to contact them if
needed.’

Patricia Corso, Julian Bowen Brazil
inspector says all factories are visited at
least once a month. 

‘It opens the doors to better
relationships. As I know what the
company wants, I can solve any issues
that come up,’ she says. 

‘We are the largest UK purchaser in
Brazil and our standards are probably the
highest in Brazil, so it is also educating
the supply chain.’

Corso also regularly assembles the
flatpack furniture as part of the
inspections, to see where assembly can
be made easier for consumers.

For Bowen the education process
never ends, including making sure
quality scores higher than price. 

‘For example, rather than have a price

increase, they may change the
specification of the product and that
could cause huge problems when the
product is finished. So all changes have
to be approved and tested,’ says Bowen.

‘You can’t push too hard on price as
you find the quality goes down. You
must give them the opportunity to make
a good product, be loyal and give them
huge volumes.’

For the factories making the
company’s furniture, Julian Bowen is
their largest customer. Bowen warns that
if a factory is making the same product
category for different customers,
problems will quickly arise. 

‘If a factory is also working for another
customer, it will not work, as they will
only produce to one standard.

‘It is important to set the technical
specifications of a product from the
beginning so it’s right, rather than 
simply taking the specification offered 
by the supplier at a show for example,’
he says.

Take control

Factory inspectors ensure
products such as the
Dakota bedroom range are
of the required standard 
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Signature Living has more than 5,000
pieces of furniture in stock at its
25,000sqft warehouse at Topciffe, near
Thirsk in North Yorkshire.

The importer and wholesaler offers
five ranges comprising ash, oak and
painted furniture.

‘We pride ourselves on having all items
available for immediate delivery or
collection,’ says Matthew Hartley,
Signature Living UK director.

‘Along with our impressive stock
facility in the UK, we also stock over 50
containers of mixed product in our
factory in China. This allows us to offer a
35-day delivery on any mixed container
orders,’ he says.

On 1 April, Signature Living will open a
300,000sqft purpose built manufacturing
facility in China.

‘It will also boast an impressive
10,000sqft showroom displaying every
item across the five ranges and will
include our new range, Signature,
launched at the Interiors exhibition,’ says
Hartley.

The new manufacturing facility is a 
45-minute drive from Pudong Airport.
Visitors to the factory are welcome and a
member of the Signature Living Asia

team will meet them at the airport.
‘At Signature Living, we are always

looking for the next trend in furniture
design and are currently working on a
new oak bedroom and dining range with
one of the UK’s leading furniture
designers,’ says Hartley.

The collection will be previewed at the
official opening of the factory, with its UK
debut at the Manchester Furniture Show
in July.

The company also has a new catalogue
for 2010 and products can be seen by
visiting its mobile showroom.

Signature Living

Left: The factory will have
a 10,000sqft showroom

Below: Arc dining
collection

‘We are always looking for the
next trend in furniture design’
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Prince spearheads Wool Project

The Prince of Wales has
launched a major campaign –
The Wool Project – to highlight
the sustainable and natural
attributes of wool to retailers,
shoppers and textile buyers. 

A supporter of upland hill
farmers, Prince Charles has long
been concerned about the low
prices farmers receive for
fleeces. The average price of
wool in 1997 was 97p per kilo –
in 2009 it was 68p. 

Last February he convened a
meeting at Clarence House of
representatives of wool
producers, the retail, carpet and
fashion industries, textile
designers and the fire service to
see how the problem could be
addressed.

Interest in wool originated
from discussions with tenants
on his estate who outlined the
poor return for the shorn fleece.
Competition from manmade
fibres impacts on the price of wool globally and present
generations have little understanding of the real natural
benefits of wool. 

The Prince explained to more than 130 people including
retailers, flooring industry representatives, merchants, scourers,
spinners, weavers, manufacturers and designers, the issues
faced by sheep farmers who make little or no money from wool
as shearing often costs more than they are paid for fleeces.

Prince Charles has a reputation for speaking out on
environmental issues and referred in his address to the
ministerial session of the United Nations Climate Change
negotiations, where he spoke of the need for change and that
by living in harmony with nature, it would be possible to

34 Interiors Monthly February 2010

improve the quality of life for an
expanding world population.   

He believes wool can play its
part in reducing carbon
emissions. In its Life Cycle
Analysis, British Wool claims
wool has less impact on the
environment than nylon or
polypropylene and the Prince
sees this as something the
industry should explore.

The fire safety aspect of wool
is, he says, another major asset
overlooked by the consumer. It
is well-known to the contract
and hospitality industry where
wool is considered the safest
fibre for carpet due to its high
ignition rate (600°) and natural
flame retardant qualities. 

The Chief Fire and Rescue
Adviser, Sir Ken Knight informed
the Prince that he would rather
send men into a wool-carpeted
house because it is more fire
retardant and emits less fumes.

Nicholas Coleridge, Condé Nast md and The Wool Project
member, said at the January launch: ‘We want to thrust wool
into the public consciousness.’ He has set out plans for a major
push later in the year – Wool Week – which would see retailers
promoting wool in-store supported by POS and PR.

Global wool organisations including the UK, Australian and
New Zealand wool organisations and the International Wool
Textile Organisation are jointly backing The Wool Project to
promote wool. 

‘Wool clearly needs to be better understood, regardless of
its brand or origin and wool prices have suffered globally 

not just in one area,’ says Ian Hartley, The British Wool Marketing
Board ceo.

Prince Charles sets the agenda for promoting the natural and environmental
qualities of wool with a campaign backed by global wool organisations

Proudly serving the market since 1987

®
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To receive further information or a 
product brochure call 0191 2712118

Kaydian, Aston House, Redburn Road,
Westerhope, Newcastle Upon Tyne, NE5 1NB
T: 0191 2712118  F: 0191 2862846 
E: sales@kaydian.co.uk  W: www.kaydian.co.uk
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Quiet
please
Making sure new floors

don’t make a racket is

lifting sales

Discovering your neighbours have new
flooring shouldn’t really come as a nasty
shock. But it can be if you hear every step
they make on their new hard floor.

Thankfully retailers and fitters seem to
be considering this problem as Westco is
experiencing increased demand for its
sound insulation fibreboard underlay.
This is an easy-to-fit and environment-
friendly product that significantly
reduces impact noise on flooring.

The green fibreboard underlay reduces
footfall sounds by up to 21 decibels. The

underlay is suitable for glueless floating
floors and it can level out irregularities in
a subfloor. 

Lee Smart, Westco sales director, says:
‘The 21 decibel reduction is an
outstanding score for underlay and it’s
definitely one of our bestselling, value-
for-money products for customers
looking to get the most from their
flooring. Not only does this product
improve sound reduction but it also
simplifies the floor laying process.’

The boards are easy to cut and shape

with a craft knife and, while some other
levelling boards can crumble when cut or
when stacked on a pallet, these boards
remain clean and stable after cutting,
says Smart. 

‘The fibreboard is cleverly bonded
using new technology and sustainable
natural wood fibres making it a much
more flexible and cleaner option,’ he
explains.

Each board is sized at 800mm x
765mm x 5mm, with 20 boards included
in each pack, covering 10.8sqm. 

Westco’s green fibreboard underlay (top) reduces footfall sounds on hard flooring
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Optimism returns
The NEC’s halls

sported plenty of

products that

attracted retailers’

attention. We look at

some of those that

stood out from the

crowd ���

Willis & Gambier’s
Forecast
Bottom: Alstons’
Raphael
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A five star launch
from Alstons

Our Paris, Salzburg and Miami
cabinet ranges and the Biarritz
and Raphael upholstery collections
stole the show at ‘Interiors’.

Alstons has introduced five exciting new

developments in our cabinet and upholstery

ranges for 2010.

Our three new cabinet ranges are Paris and its

sister Salzburg, premium priced at the top end

of the market, while the contemporary Miami

range provides more affordable value.

Our new upholstery collections are the Biarritz

and Raphael. This contemporary collection is in

keeping with modern fashion but also has a

traditional twist.

With so many star attractions make sure you

don’t miss out this year.

www.alstons.co.uk
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W RLDFURNITURE (NI) LTD

2 Ballyharry Business Park, Donaghadee Road, Newtownards, Co. Down BT23 7ET

t: 028 9182 8202 • f: 028 9182 8082

e: info@world-furniture.biz • w: www.world-furniture.biz

BEST SELLERS

1 x SAN04 1.5m (+0.45m) extending table +
6 x HEN03 antique brown chairs - £251

1 x SAN02 1.2m dining table +
4 x REN01 dining chairs - £160

1 x BERL01 1.7m dining table +
6 x REN05 ivory chairs - £259

OXF01 Oxford tub chair (dark brown) - £49
OXF02 Oxford tub chair (black) - £49

QUE01 Quebec chair (black) - £114
QUE02 Quebec chair (dark brown) - £114

OXFORD QUEBEC

SANTIAGO

BERLIN

SANTIAGO
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MOD01 2 drawer robe - £247
MOD02 nightstand - £49
MOD03 5 drawer tall chest - £135
MOD04 3 drawer wide chest - £150
MOD05 4'6 bed - £177
MOD06 5' bed - £196
MOD07 3' bed - £160
MOD08 mirror - £41

1 x PAR01 1.0m (+0.38m) round extending table
4 x PAR02 Paris dining chair - £142

BAR01 2 drawer robe - £247
BAR02 nightstand - £49
BAR03 5 drawer tall chest - £135
BAR04 3 drawer wide chest - £150
BAR05 4'6 bed - £177
BAR06 5' bed - £196
BAR07 3' bed - £160
BAR08 mirror - £41

1 x CAR01 1.5m table +
6 x REN01 dining chairs - £257

1 x CAR07 1.2m dining table +
4 x REN01 - dining chairs - £189

CAR03 - sideboard - £209
CAR04 - coffee table - £62
CAR05 - lamp table - £37
CAR06 - nest - £62

MODENA

CARTER

BARI

PARIS
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A mood of quiet optimism pervaded the Interiors exhibition 
(24 -27 January) as retailers sought out new products, despite
the disappointment of early January when snow and ice kept
shoppers from stores. Because of this, many retailers’ attention
turned to having products available for the Easter Bank Holiday
(2 April).

Retailers also seemed to be visiting more exhibitors before
making their final purchasing decisions, rather than visiting
existing suppliers and viewing new suppliers only if time
allowed. 

Exhibitors also seemed to have attended the event with more
realistic expectations than in previous years – and these were
more than met in the majority of cases.

Willis & Gambier, which celebrates its 20th anniversary this
year, debuted nine bedroom and dining ranges. 

The oak Charlotte bedroom range has 18th century French
influences while Forecast is a transitional collection in light oak
with rustic metal detailing. The wide ranging dining and
bedroom collection includes a dining table, bedstead,
sideboard, mirror, console table, display unit and home ���

SHOW REVIEW

Top left: Nathan’s
Citadel 21 and Theo
chair (top right)

Right: Whitehead’s
Muse
Bottom: Seahorse’s
bedside table
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0845 6781155
www.kettleinteriors.co.uk

Kettle Interiors has introduced six great new ranges for 2010, bringing 
stylish furniture at incredible prices. Made specially for Kettle Interiors 
to exacting standards, these new collections add even more value 
and are perfect for retailers looking to stock fast-selling ranges. If you 
want to find out more about any of these ranges, or other pieces in a 
250 strong portfolio, why not call to request a new brochure, or visit 
www.kettleinteriors.co.uk, where you can find out about delivery 
too. With four competitive supply packages, including the K1 
wholesale facility, Kettle Interiors brings great quality, impeccable 
service and the very best in value. 

order online 

on our new 

website!

NEW!
Dorset

2 over 3 Chest
£59.99

NEW!
Cornwall Oak

3 Drawer Bedside
£29.99

NEW!
Chunky Oak

Small 2 Door Sideboard
£89.95

NEW!
Taj

Coffee Table
£33.00

NEW!
Canterbury Oak

Console Table
£57.00 NEW!

Willow Oak
2 over 3 Chest

£129.95

Nice new ranges.  

K
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office desk. Heritage is a traditional bedroom range with curved
fronts while pieces were added to the Escana bedroom
collection.

Alstons introduced the Salzburg (cream) and Paris (white)
bedrooms with deep routed detailing and bi-fold corner
wardrobe and the Miami bedroom alongside the Raphael sofa,
Master chair and new fabrics for Courtney.

Seduta D’Arte launched Britten, a sofa with manual or electric
action slide out cushion and the Bocelli corner unit with
sofabed. 

From Gillerson Pine was a relaunched bedroom collection
and the introduction of a shaker style living room range

including walnut coffee table and sideboard with walnut top.
Several glass and metal occasional and dining tables were

launched by 7 Star. XYZ moved into upholstery with the Paulus
& Brown brand. Offered with six-week delivery times, the
collection has solid beech frames and duck feather filled
cushions.

Halo debuted a loose cover upholstery collection including
the traditional Wild Poplar and Crack Willow corner unit. 

Wentworth saw the introduction of home office pieces and
more compact designs, while Gramophone is a large curved
armchair.

Sherry Designs, celebrating its 50th anniversary, ���

SHOW REVIEW

Top Left: Elements’ New
York
Top right: Frank Hudson’s
Collection D’Articles
Above: Earth Imports’
Natura 
Left: Beaux Reves’ Lyon 
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Leaders in

INNOVATION - DESIGN

TECHNOLOGY and QUALITY

FOR OVER 50 YEARS

Visit us at Interiors 2010
24-27 January  |  Stand G34  |  Hall 5  |  NEC Birmingham

Velda UK Ltd

10 - 12 Charter Street

Hartshill

Brierley Hill

West Midlands

DY5 1LA

www.velda.net

sales@velda.co.uk.

Telephone: 01384 486070

Fax: 01384 485220

Contact us at:
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expanded its Palm collection with a round dining table,
introduced Maison an ash living and dining room range with a
painted finish, and added a white oak finish to Cello.

Monzone debuted its retro-look living, dining and bedroom
teak collections while sister brand Made on Earth showed off its
outdoor furniture.

Eucalyptus was the star of Wildwood’s launches. Alex is a
bedroom range with metallic panels while Patanga is a dining
range showing the full details of the wood.

Limelight gave its Elan brand, designed to highlight lower
prices models below £99, its show debut while Leggett & Platt
signed a deal with Hypnos to sell its Prodigy adjustable bed
through retailers. 

Vogue Beds introduced the Natural Touch Pocket Collection
and promoted its vacuum-pack Swift Mattress Company offer.

Old Charm introduced Cotswold, a reinterpretation of
Victoriana pine styling made from elm in a honey or mocha
finish. It has three dining tables, two chairs, six handle options,
six fabrics and choice of leg style.

Nathan moved into upholstery with five ranges: Alex, Finn,
Theo, Felix and Monty, all with an element of showwood
available in four finishes to coordinate with its cabinet. Among
its cabinet offer, Classic and Shades were expanded ���

SHOW REVIEW

Top: Lebus’ Camilla
Above: Kingstown’s
Provence
Right: Wildwood’s
Patanga
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along with the introduction of the light mahogany finish
Elegance. The firm revisited the past with the updated 1963
Citadel collection as Citadel 21 in ash with teak veneers.

Lebus unveiled nine models, including the Camilla with large
thick cushions and wide stripe fabric; Leona a curvy model with
large swivel chair and Jensen, a curved design while a corner
unit was added to Mayfair.

New from Whitehead was the leather and fabric Muse
upholstery collection. 

Julian Bowen debuted the Chichester dining range in
American white oak, the Minuet bedroom collection to succeed
the bestselling Santiago, Berwick faux leather sleigh bed,

Nickleby guest bed and Opus dining range in walnut finish with
aluminium detailing.

TCS showed off its five-strong sofabed collection, its
upgraded lift and rise recliner offer and the Giovanni sofa.

Steens expanded its Kids range along with new colours, and
added more finishes to its dining offer. Seahorse introduced the
Churchill bedroom and dining room collection with simple lines
and a strong classic dovetail joint structure, set off with modern
brushed stainless steel handles.

Seconique combined oak veneers with walnut inserts for its
Kingston dining collection.

Frank Hudson’s launches included the Collection 

SHOW REVIEW

Top left: Caxton’s
Strand
Top right: Koodle
Doodle’s Cherish
Right: Julian Bowen’s
Opus
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D’Articles occasional range and four beds, including the
Chesterfield and Casablanca. 

Kingstown launched five bedroom ranges, including
Provence, a classic bedroom collection in olive oak and
exhibited its new, easy-to-order, fitted look in three ranges –
Nicole in a white painted finish, Michelle in honey maple and
Louise in a walnut.

Beaux Reves’ bedlinen sports 300 thread count cotton sateen
with fitted sheets suitable for mattresses up to 35cm deep.

Sweet Dreams revamped its Moonflower bed collection,
added the latex Pillotex to its pocket range and Manhattan to
Sleepzone. In bedroom it introduced the oak Darcy and in

upholstery 19 new models as it revised the collection.
G Plan Cabinet introduced Country, a natural oak living and

dining range with a farmhouse or country cottage look and
turned legs.

Zone’s Inca and Loft dining tables were redesigned so three
chairs can fit underneath each side while Metro is a
contemporary range in natural oak.

Morris introduced Artisan, a classic dining range with a
contemporary twist to Charles Rennie Mackintosh influences,
and the light oak Avenue bedroom collection.

From Relaxateeze was the Uno chair without a footstool, the
Gala chair with extending headrest and Eros with ���

SHOW REVIEW

Left: Sweet Dreams’
Darcy
Below: Wood Bros’
Cotswold
Below left: Halo’s
Holm
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massage and heat functions. It launched the Messina recliner
alongside the Reno lift and rise chair and Ronda swivel club
chair. For sofas, it debuted the Bravo with recliner, Claudia with
adjustable arms and legs, Latte, the modular Expresso and the
leather Arena and Verona. 

Global Furniture Alliance introduced eight models, from tub
chairs with integrated footstools to sofabeds, all designed to
make the maximum use of space in smaller modern homes.

Windsor showed off the Neo European style bedroom and
dining range, including a dining table that extends from the
end rather the middle, and a painted finish version of its
bestselling Ocaso.

There were several launches from G&P including the compact
Madrid extending dining table in two sizes and matching
sideboard in maple and cherry finishes, alongside the Suffolk
square extending dining table and Norfolk rectangular table.

The limed oak finish Driftwood was one of four living and
dining ranges introduced by Caxton, combining traditional 
and rustic styles. Tennyson is a teak finish range with
contemporary touches, Strand has urban styling and a pippy
oak finish, while Byron has a mahogany finish. Horizons is a
gloss finish bedroom collection while Melody and Strata gained
a sliding wardrobe door. Its launches were completed by media
units and console tables. 

SHOW REVIEW

Above: Collins &
Hayes’ Clouds
Right: Vogue Beds’
Kensington
Below left:

Seconique’s Kingston
Below right: Kettle’s
Chunky Oak

���
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Veldeman Bedding has been manufacturing

quality sleeping systems for more than 50

years. With a dedicated workforce of over 350

people working in three manufacturing facili-

ties in Belgium and France, it supplies unique

sleep products to 22 countries. Veldeman

manufactures products to ISO9001 stan-

dards, reinforcing its commitment to give the

best possible service to customers.

In 1999 Velda UK was formed to represent

Veldeman Bedding in the United Kingdom.

The aim of the UK sales office is to promote

the Velda brand as well as providing dedicated

support for our customers in the UK.

Velda’s philosophy is simple – to supply

quality products using only the finest raw

materials manufactured by craftsman to the

highest standards of service and reliability.

There is no doubt that a good night’s sleep is

important, even more so in the current econ-

omic climate, and consumers are looking for

quality products that provide ultimate luxury, a

superb night’s sleep and good value for

money.

Velda’s product range falls into the mid to

high end market, and its customer base is

quality independent bedding specialists and

top end national retailers covering the whole of

the UK including Northern Ireland and the

Channel Islands. 

The Velda collection includes fixed and

adjustable sleep systems with both slatted

and pocket sprung bases. Bases are uphol-

stered in a range of leather-look and fashion

fabrics in a variety of colours. 

Velda also offers a wide range of superb

mattresses featuring pocket spring cores,

foam cores with five and seven comfort zones

finished with luxury layers of memory foam,

latex, wool, silk and polyester complete with a

removable cover in double stretch jersey

fabric. The range is complemented by match-

ing accessories: headboards, footboards,

bedside tables and pillows.

Velda strives to develop innovative products

and its 2010 collection combines the most up-

to-date technological developments available

in the market today. 

With over 60 years combined experience in

the UK bedding industry, Velda’s team can

provide an efficient and professional service to

meet all requirements, providing all stockists

with a comprehensive range of marketing

material.

Velda UK 

Tel: 01384 486070

Email: sales@velda.co.uk

Website: www.velda.co.uk

Quality products 
manufactured 
by craftsmen

Classic Athena

Varioflex
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Buoyant Upholstery hailed this year’s
Interiors show as its most successful yet,
with its stand virtually besieged by
retailers at times.

‘The recent bad weather decimated
many retailers’ sales and the stock levels
in many stores was higher than required,
so we went to the NEC with reasonable
expectations,’ says Mike Aramayo,
Buoyant md. ‘But instead of just one or
two models becoming the winners, we
had at least nine models that other
companies would have given their eye
teeth for, with sales in the hundreds on
each model.

‘We enjoyed spectacular results from
existing and new customers, both
independents and multiples.’

John Wakeman, sales director, says:
‘Models in a variety of styles and fabric
combinations led the way and without
any doubt the overall mix of vibrant and
tactile fabrics combined with the latest
faux leathers was a massive hit.’ ���

‘We enjoyed spectacular results from existing
and new customers, independents and multiples’

Buoyant

Sofabeds, individual armchairs and
additions to the UK manufactured Hide
collection were extremely popular, he
adds.

‘One model, the Santini, had comfort
to die for and was ordered in bucket
loads beyond our wildest dreams,’ says
Aramayo.

Anton

Santini
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As well as launching exciting new bedroom collections at the 
Interiors Show in January, Kingstown Furniture also showcased 
its new, easy-to-order fitted look in three styles and finishes.

Contact us for more information on all our new products
01482 717225 or email sales@kingstown.co.uk

Kingstown Furniture Ltd
Victoria House 

Leads Road
Hull

East Yorkshire
HU7 0BZ

BEDROOM FURNITURE
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Top: Morris’s Artisan
Right: G Plan’s
Country
Below left:

Relaxateeze’s Eros
swivel chair
Below right: Global
Furniture Alliance’s
Mars

SHOW REVIEW
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UK Agents • Easterhill Furniture, 86 High Street, Evesham, Worcs.  WR11 4EU

T: 01386 41333

F: 01386 765065

W: www.rauchmoebel.com

The well known furniture company Rauch, which for years has had a firm

place at NEC in Birmingham, presented its innovations for 2010 in an

attractive showroom with over 250 sqm. The German furniture

manufacturer extended its product range and presented itself as a

multi-facetted full-service supplier. As one of the leading suppliers of

free-standing cabinets in Great Britain, Rauch is familiar with the different

requirements of its target group and developed there collection for various

consumers. 

One of the highlights of the Rauch exhibition at the NEC was the

introduction of the Aura cabinet range, part of the higher-end Rauch

pre-assembled brand Steffen. “Aura” left a convincing impact with its

unique material mix of wood décor and solid wood combined with a stylish

high-gloss look. The clear forms of the furniture underline the

harmoniously-coordinated front colours, with a palette ranging from walnut

to ash and on to alder. These natural shades result in an exciting contrast

with the (creamy) white or grey of the high-gloss looks. In addition to the

well-thought-out diversity of accessories, the consistent pattern, the

optimum use of storage space are convincing arguments for the high

consumer attraction of “Aura”. 

A further highlight at the NEC was the new “Quadra” slider range from

the Rauch RTA brand Pack’s. Quadra stands out by virtue of its divided

fronts and freely-selectable looks. A wide selection of wood décor and

colour choices can be combined individually, which gives the customer the

opportunity to create the wardrobe matching his individual requirements.

The general feedback among visitors to the fair and the Rauch

presentation with highly commercial products and its trade supporting

services such as home delivery and installation (HDI) was entirely

positive throughout.

A brilliant entrance
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Top floors
Highlights of the best in flooring at this year’s Domotex

Wood and laminate
Grain attractions

Above: Hoco’s Woodlink

Left: Rustic light oak
from Berry’s Naturals

Below: FN Neuhofer
Holz is introducing
digital printing on
skirting boards 
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Top left: Kahrs’ Grande
Imperial

Top right: Wicanders’
Wood Comfort

Above: Milk oak white
from PAR-KY by
Shinnoki

Right: Cinnamon from
Balterio’s Pure Naturals
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British Wool
the Planet Friendly 
Fibre for Carpet.
aboutwool.com
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Carpets and rugs
Piles of style

Top left: Balta Rugs’
Grace

Top right: Esprit’s City
Glamour

Above: Arte Espina’s
Red Trace

Right: Burmatex’s 
Sector
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florprotec®

Relay Park, 
Relay Drive, 
Tamworth, 
Staffordshire. 
B77 5PR. 

T: 01827 831 440 
F: 01827 831 441
E: sales@florprotec.co.uk 
W: www.floorprotection.co.uk

florprotec®
Quality Temporary Floor Protection

Florprotec® is a leading supplier of temporary floor protection products for use
in the construction industry, interior fit-out trades, ship building and
refurbishment markets. In addition to floor protection products Florprotec® also
provide specialist protection methods for vertical surfaces such as doors,
mirrors, glass, high class joinery and lift interiors to name a few. Florprotec® is a
major supplier of quality floor protection products in the UK, operating from a
modern, dedicated office and warehouse premises in the Midlands.

Whatever your requirement for temporary protection Florprotec® will have a product to
suit. Florprotec® strive to provide a world class customer service along with top quality
products at keen prices.

Why use temporary protection?
Fast track build programmes and delay penalties now see floors and finishes installed
at an earlier stage within the build programme. This means finishes are exposed to
following trades leaving the potential for damage. Any repair or cleaning can prove
costly and time consuming and can result in a delay in hand over of the premises.
Florprotec® products allow for finishes to be installed, then protected, meaning the site
can progress as planned.

What materials to use on site?
By asking yourself the following questions Florprotec® can provide a suitable product
for use on your site.
What finish requires protection?
What traffic on site will the protection be exposed to?
How long will protection be on site for?
Does the protection need to be flame retardant?

FOR TEMPORARY FLOOR PROTECTION
Contact florprotec next day delivery order line:

01827 831440

Going Green in 2010
Florprotec have recently developed a greener option for site protection.
Florprotec have recently launched a new range of T-Bord. T-Bord is a twin wall board,
which offers impact protection to smooth finishes. Enviro-Bord is a recycled version of
our most popular product, T-Bord. Manufactured from 95% recycled pellet offers a
greener solution for site protection.
The production of corrugated plastic sheet by its very nature produces waste material,
often referred to as “post industrial waste”.
Using recycled protection materials such as Enviro-Bord contributes to reducing the
consumption of prime resins normally used in the manufacture of this type of product,
which of course are a by-product of oil, a finite resource.
Enviro-Bord Flame Retardant sheet is manufactured from over 95% of post industrial
waste and at the end of its useful life can be recycled into a myriad of different
products by specialist reprocessors.
Enviro-Bord has full LPS1207 accreditation complying to the flame retardant standards
for construction sites.
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Interfloor launches the Campaign for Real

Underlay this month in a drive to encourage

retailers and wholesalers to sell more high

quality rubber underlay products. The cam-

paign headlines a tongue-in-cheek Mr Rubber

character – the iconic man from the ‘Ministry

of Rubber’ – with a rubber manifesto detailing

the five laws of real rubber underlay at

www.realunderlay.com.

Rubber underlay products are featured as

offering outstanding durability or ‘boingability’

and fantastic underfoot comfort, also known

as the ‘ahhhhh’ factor.  There is a vast range

of options in terms of colours, textures, thick-

nesses and specialist applications aimed at

consumers’ different needs and budgets.

Steve Woodhead, Interfloor marketing

director says: ‘The focus of the campaign,

through the flooring trade press, will be to 

promote the advantages of selling rubber

underlays in terms of consumer preference,

performance and sellability. Recent research

has shown that 82% of consumers prefer

sponge rubber underlay and 85% like crumb

rubber underlay. They prefer rubber underlay

because of its luxurious, hard-wearing and

long-life properties and, as one consumer 

put it, “because it looks like a proper underlay

should”.’

This, combined with the prominence of the

Tredaire and Duralay brands, plus the incredi-

ble range of rubber, provides excellent oppor-

tunities for retailers to up-sell. Both brands

have a long-held reputation for comfort, dura-

bility and high performance through products

that make carpets look better, feel more luxu-

rious, and last longer.

For consumers who demand luxurious

Mr Rubber

off the

campaign

for real

underlay

kicks 
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Interfloor Tel: 01706 213 131; UK sales 01706 238 810; International sales +44 (0)1706 238 825

Fax: 01706 224 915; UK sales 01706 214 737; International sales +44 (0)1706 225 114

Email: UK sales: sales@interfloor.com; International sales: export@interfloor.com; 

www.realunderlay.com

comfort there are

luxury rubber under-

lays such as Tredaire

Colours Red. If the

need is for a really

hard wearing underlay

for high traffic areas or

dining rooms, Duralay

offers a range of crumb

rubber underlays with

100% boingability such

as System 10 or Treadmore. 

And, of course, there are specialist rubber

underlays for wood or laminate floors (such as

Duralay Silentfloor Gold); low tog underlays for

underfloor heating (Duralay Heatflow) and

even crumb/felt combination underlays for

maximising comfort and durability such as

Duralay Kensington Deluxe.

Rubber underlay represents over 60% of

carpet underlay bought in the UK and its pop-

ularity abroad is growing. Interfloor exports to

more than 70 countries and is increasing its

rubber underlay sales to Europe, the Middle

East and China.

Some flooring retailers are already con-

vinced of the qualities and profitability of

sponge and crumb rubber underlay.

Martin Stoneman of Stoneman and Bowker

– Exeter’s longest established home furnishers

– is proud of his company’s enviable reputa-

tion in the South West. His range of carpets

include quality brands such as Axminster,

Brintons and Ulster, so he demands only the

best for the underlays he supplies, which is

why he uses Tredaire New Supreme and

Willow Green sponge rubber underlay.

Mr Stoneman says: ‘We sell only quality

brands to the top of the market, and have

employed the fitters – who we trained our-

selves and some of whom we have used for

more than 30 years – so that we ensure

absolute quality.

‘We have been using the Tredaire and

Duralay underlays continuously for many

years, and have tried new products if the cus-

tomer insists. But we always come back to

the tried and tested quality products we know

and which give the look, feel and durability our

customers demand.

‘We have used PU products if the customer

requests it, though we prefer to use only high

quality products. Our customers know they

want the best and they’re very happy with

Tredaire and Duralay

rubber underlays,’

says Mr Stoneman.

David Hartley of

family business,

David Hartley’s

Carpet Market in

Burnley, sells

direct to the con-

sumer and also has floorcovering contracts for

local landlords in the rented accommodation

market. 

He says: ‘I have tried the new PU underlays,

and it’s true that the product is easy to handle,

but rubber underlay has stood the test of time

so I have switched back,’ he says.

He likes the quality and durability of Tredaire

Colours Red and Duralay Hallmark Supreme

that offer particularly good value for money.

His family Carpet Market business also

employs his two sons, Chris and Ash, his

cousin Sherry and his two brothers-in-law,

Jason and Colin, plus there are other non-

family members in the business, which was

launched 15 years ago.

‘I do buy from other suppliers, but I have

bought from Interfloor for many years. In fact

one of the ladies who works for Interfloor

bought a carpet from me and I asked her what

underlay she wanted. She had Colours Red,

so I thought that if she wanted it for her own

home, then it must be good.’

Top: David Hartley:

‘Rubber underlay has

stood the test of

time’

Left: Martin

Stoneman: ‘We only

sell quality brands’
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Carpets and rugs

Top left: ITC’s BCreative

Top right: Domo’s
Castello

Above: Jan Kath’s Slice

Right: Associated
Weavers’ Soft Touch
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Vinyl
Smooth operators

Right: Granorte’s Vinyl-
cork

Below: mFLOR’s Turtle
LVT

Below right: Wicander’s
Cork Comfort 
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Vinyl

Left: Objectflor’s Worn
Boatplank from Expona

Below: Avenue’s
Nostalgia

Bottom: Bergo’s Royal
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Classen
‘We have the strongest
package for interested
licensees’

The major non-product announcement
at Domotex was that Classen and Pergo
are combining their patents for fold-
down laying and jointly marketing them
globally.

Pergo in particular has a strong
position in all the important variants
thanks to its comprehensive registrations
for its PerfectFold technology while
Classen has a number of legal
judgements for its Megaloc patent. 

Classen says that combined, the two
companies have what is probably the
strongest copyright package with a large
number of technical solutions. 

Many laminate producers have been
wary of using this kind of laying
technology in recent years due to the
legal implications.

Ralf Eisermann, Pergo ceo says: ‘By
bundling our rights, it is now easier to
allocate licences to all manufacturers. 
We are sure that this will be a major 
step forward in achieving the Pergo aim

of making fold-down the laying
standard.’

Arne Loebel, Classen director says the
joint approach will give it an advantage
as other companies turn to fold-down
flooring. 

‘Millions of square metres of our
Megaloc have already been installed
successfully on the market, and are
delighting our customers. The situation is
now getting really interesting for other
manufacturers, as they move to make
“just fold-down” the new standard in
floor laying. We have the strongest
package for interested licensees. This
creates safety.’

Classen has also applied for a patent
for its fitting system that allows its
flooring to be used on walls and ceilings.

‘The idea of developing this type of
system really is a very obvious thing to
do given the new generation of laminate
formats and décor,’ says the company. 

‘For tile flooring in particular it is in fact

the case that they are already continued
up the walls to shoulder height. 

‘With our current tile sizes and
decorative stone, for example, it is of
course obvious that laminate flooring
should be affixed in the same way. This 
is how even walls which are shabby 
can have a clean and uniform finish
applied to produce a very attractive
result. 

‘All laminate flooring with Classen
Megaloc is very easy to fit to walls and
ceilings using the new fixing system. The
floorcovering is really easy to fit to a
mounting rail system by using fixing
clips,’ explains the company.

Once the fitting rails have been
mounted, fitting the laminate
floorcovering to the wall is no more
difficult than laying it on a floor. The
flooring is simply placed into position
and pivoted – the typical method used
for Megaloc.  And as is normal with
Megaloc, the joint locks with a click. 

Classen’s Visiogrande is
installed using Megaloc
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To boldly go…
…where others have not been before with shape, function

and materials was the theme at this year’s exhibition

74 Interiors Monthly February 2010
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Being bolder and more outrageous than
anyone else continues to be Bretz’s ethos
in upholstery (and marketing images)
and at IMM Cologne it didn’t disappoint,
with Kautsch leading the charge.

To call Bruhl’s Cinema a sofa would do
it a disservice, as it transforms into
several things including corner unit, large
sofa, sleeping platform and sofabed – all
in seconds.

Following the preview in December,
Natuzzi launched its leather Editions
collection, with 32 models on show. B530
takes its inspiration from chesterfield
designs, with an asymmetric- 

Far left: Bretz’s Kautsch
sofa and Pixel Rose rug
Above: Draenert’s Adler
Organic
Right: Cane-Line’s Flow
outdoor furniture
Below left: Tonon’s
Twist
Below right: Bruhl’s
Cinema
Bottom: Team 7’s Nox
sideboard
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Top left: Mosa’s Quartz
Top right: Natuzzi’s Fly
Above: Natuzzi’s Editions B530
Below: De Sede’s 315 armchair
Right: Rolf Benz’s Plura
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shaped back while B580 and B595 are
available in two and three-seater sofas, a
sectional version, armchair, recliner and
sofabed.

Natuzzi updated its Surround, Relevè
and Fly models, previously only available
in sectional versions, as two and three-
seaters. 

Among sister brand Italsofa’s launches
was the unstructured Señorita and the
bean bag Felix, targeting younger
shoppers. Señorita is filled with
polystyrene balls and is available in fabric
or leather while Felix – which can be
used outdoors – has its texture blown
directly into the lining.

Rolf Benz built on the heritage of its
2400 model with the multifunctional
Plura. Its back can be raised and angled,
the front expanded, the side section
folds down and the chair can be rotated
to fulfil several functions.

COR introduced the merino wool Pinto
fabric on its new Jalis sofa. Developed by
Rohi, the intricate pattern seems to
change depending on the viewing angle
and light.

The lines of De Sede’s 315 armchair are
determined by a hand-sewn seam 26m
long while Machalke’s Marfeba takes a
more angular approach. Poltrona 

Above:

Schutz’s
Cartesian
Left:

Wittman’s
Manhattan
headboard
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Frau introduced a high-backed version of
the Archibald armchair.

Tonon’s Twist chair has a sculptural
grace as designer Stefan Heiliger creates
a line that gives shape to the leg, back
and seat without interruption.

Zeitraum’s Gap chair has a tapering
slatted back continuing the firm’s pared
back style, while the Morph Bar stool
combines lightness of look with solidity
and comfort.

Draenert added a curved edged top to
its Adler expanding dining table to
create Adler Organic, combining a 25mm
thick walnut top and a brushed steel
base. An integrated lifting system raises
the centre section of the top when the
two halves are pulled apart.  

Team 7’s Nox emphasised the natural
beauty of wood. Pieces are clean and
simple, letting the timber do the talking,
and include sideboard/chest of

Top: COR’s Jalis
Above: Italsofa’s Señorita
Left: Gera’s Lighting System 6

Opposite page:

Top: Koinor’s Jonas lounger
Bottom: Calligaris’ Wien
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Above: Poltrona Frau’s
Archibald
Left: Machalke’s
Marfeba
Right: Zeitraum’s
Morph Bar
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drawers, dining table, display cabinet
with frameless glass doors, table, bench,
and bed.

Walter Knoll’s Joco occasional table
creates patterns and lightplay thanks to
lasered squares on the round top, while
Schutz stressed the environmental
credentials of its rattan furniture.

E15’s London dining table builds on
1995’s Bigfoot while Calligaris introduced
a version of its Wien dining chair with a
gloss white aluminium frame and gloss
white polycarbonate seat and back.  

Mosa introduced Quartz unglazed
ceramic floor tiles with natural striations
of sandy-looking grains. Available in
smooth and relief versions, Quartz
includes 10% recycled materials.

Hanna Korvella Design introduced
black paper yarn with its Duetto3
flooring in white, natural and black.

Gera’s Lighting System 6 measures and
controls the light from the ambient light
of each lamp on the furniture. The
measurement method is orientated on
the sensual impression of the human
eye. By controlling the LED colour ratios,
this system creates a constantly-
adapting, homogeneous light and space
climate that is perceived as natural. 

Above: Hanna
Korvella Design’s
Duetto3
Inset: E15’s
London
Right: Walter
Knoll’s Joco 
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Looks to thrill
Mosaics, florals, modern,

metallics... whatever you

want there was a style to

please in Frankfurt 

Zucchi opted for three styles: Feminine
with vivacious and intense colours
combined with soft and sinuous shapes;
Classic with warm, marine shades and
Today, a fawn coloured range with a
dusting of black and clean shapes. From
Feminine, Amar features a large flower
lightened by a watercolour effect style in
lobster red and a delicate lilac tint.

Zucchi Group holds the Laura Ashley
licence and offered three styles: Purple
Haze, art deco reminders with curvy

Zucchi Group’s brands presented a
variety of looks at Heimtextil on 13-16
January. Graffoulard Bassetti took
inspiration from a free, nomadic and
creative lifestyle for its latest collection,
combining the landscape of Camargue
and Gipsy chic.

Among them is Mosaico inspired by
the soft chiaroscuro effect of stained
glass and mosaics. Shifting shades and
colours blend to create a contemporary
and luminous motif.
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shapes and swirls; Midsummer Dream,
dreamy interiors with subtle French
decorating influences and Brighton
Beautiful, free flowing florals with a
colour palette inspired by seaside towns.

Esprit Home showed off five ranges.
Summer Love, a fresh, young and
cheerful design where light colours
reign, such as grass green, light blue,
raspberry and tomato red. 

City Glam features opulent patterns,
origami influences and modern paisley. 

Modern World Culture invites the
outside in with soft patterns and colours
such as warm pink, sunny yellow, green
and shades of beige that celebrate
cultural riches. 

Sweet Luxuries is a mix and match
palette of structured clean materials and
whimsical relaxed patterns where

illustration-esque flowers and butterflies
are the centre of the artwork. Pastel and
powder hues such as butter cream, soft
rose, warm orange or matte green invite
an idyllic and friendly harmony.

Lifestyle with lace and handwriting
artwork highlights designs as innovative
prints and compelling accents. Dark blue,
eggplant and grey tones complement.

The Esprit Home portfolio comprises
10 licensed producers, covering lighting,
furnishings, bath furnishings, rugs,
flooring, home accessories, table
settings, bedlinens, bedding, wallpaper
and linens.

Almedia enjoyed a dialogue between
geometric and floral motifs with a
multiplicity of solutions from the Asian
Ikats, where several designs are mixed
creating a movement of artisanal spirit,

to the drawings of Japanese inspiration,
where scale motifs are mixed with
diverse designs offering a curious
atmosphere. 

The collection embarks on a journey to
the Persia of the Arabian nights, offering
patchworks rich in floral motifs and
geometric patterns, passing through the
ceramics of Delft, with its fresh and lucid
blues, and paying homage to William
Morris and the baroque epoch.

Mexx opted for a palette of pale blues,
reds and oranges for its launches, mixing
plains with stripes and florals.

Home Concept’s collection is inspired
by the romanticism, passion, comedy,
poetry and tumultuous loves that reflect
the life and work of Portuguese novelist,
Camilo Castelo Branco. 

It offers contemporary designs 

Opposite page

Left: Diverse options from
Zorlu’s Valeron
Top right: Esprit World Culture
Gothic
Bottom right: Almeida

This page

Top left: Esprit’s flooring
Top right: Nya Nordiska’s
Tamboro
Left: Zucchi’s Amar
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in direct contrast to the historic
surroundings where it was
photographed – the author’s cosy and
inspiring house.

Komar highlighted metallic boldness
with its Metal Rings wallcovering, while
Graham & Brown and Biba founder
Barbara Hulanicki collaborated on their
second wallcovering range: Flock,
featuring five designs.

Zorlu’s Valeron brand reinforced its
reputation for diverse colour and pattern
options while Nya Nordiska opted for
three themes. Pure Perfection combines
noble non-colours and nature such as
white, champagne, sand, wood, stone, or 

coffee with understated patterns. 
The fabrics of Creative Concept are

characterised by highly contrasting
patterns, fresh colours and a
straightforward look-and-feel. Catchy
print motifs, exciting jacquards and
colourful velours indicate joie de vivre.

Luxury Life represents elegance, luxury
and exclusiveness. Fabrics made from
luxury materials, metal yarns, silk and
velvet, elaborate embroidery and warm,
muted colours provide the framework for
ambience. As a resting place within a
technical world, sensuality, timeless
beauty and sophisticated craftsmanship
prevail.

84 Interiors Monthly February 2010

Above left:

Zucchi’s Gran
Mosaic
Above right:

Mexx’s Update
Left: Komar’s
Metal Rings
wallcovering
Bottom: Graham
& Brown’s Shoes
wallpaper
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Exclusive (U.K) LTD
Thorpe Drive, Thorpe Way, Banbury, Oxon, OX16 4UZ
T: (0044) 01295 701114  F: (0044) 01295 701014
e-mail: sales@exclusiveuk.co.uk

Click onto our new website 
www.exclusiveuk.co.uk 

to view all of our superb ranges
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Boost profits with

winning combinations

of accessories

For years furniture retailers have
complained that organising a good
accessories offer is too complicated as
they have to deal with several suppliers
to get what they need and minimum
order requirements. E1 Origins may have
solved that problem.

It has a range of 25,000 tableware,
accessories and decorative items put
together as £99 packages covering its
Gold, Silver and Black and White
collections. 

Bo Simonsen, E1 Origins director of
business development says retailers can
make between 2.5 and 3.2 times mark-up
on the products, lifting sales per sqft and
improving the look of displays. ‘And
rather than cutting prices on a dining set,
retailers could give the customer the
accessories instead, maintaining profit on
the furniture,’ he says.

Minimum order issues are solved as
the packages are delivered with
Furniture Origins’ deliveries. 

‘We have picked the winners into the
packages, so why leave the market to the
department stores?’ says Simonsen.

Silver (above)

Gold (left) and
Black and White
(below)

packages are
available

Package deals
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Fully Integrated System

Sales & Purchase Orders

Included

Stock Control (Unit & Bulk)

Multi-Branch & Warehouse

Barcoding & Container Orders

Profit Margin Monitoring

Financial Accounting

Website Integration 

Mail Merge with Targeting 

Online Customer Order Tracking

Delivery Text Alerts for Customers

Custom Management Reports

Price Tickets & Price Point

AIS Members Catalogue Upload

Postcode Lookup

Customer Service Suite

De-Branding Module

Delivery Scheduling

Zero Setup costs

Free 7 Day Trial & Demo

Free Training & Tutorials

Free Data Transfer of Stock

Free Customer Migration 

Free Customised Printing

Free Tech Support for life

Free Order Tracking Website

For more information
call or email:

08712 20 64 64 
info@retailsystem.com* minimum 5 users. Financial Accounting & Postcoder are optional and incur an additional charge 

*

Are you using an old fashioned or costly computer system? 
...or no system at all?

We transfer your data from your old system, or help you setup from scratch 
 - seamlessly and for FREE

*

“Best Software Supplier”

MAKEE THEE SWITCHH -- CUTT COSTS

YOUU CANN AFFORDD IT
Thee LOWW COSTT I.T.. solutionn iss here 

Any size of store - 9 pence per day, per user*5

MURANO
Call 08451 084 084  
or email sales@1cfl.com to request a brochure

Beds & Mattresses 

Tel : 01924 526789 

E-mail : info@kozeesleep.co.uk 
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Difficult

Medium

Easy

ACROSS 
1 Iron hook with a handle
5 Low plant with many branches
9 Residence
14 Up to it
15 Projecting columns at end of wall
16 Fasten, at sea
17 Gradual
18 Attack a fly
19 Winged
20 Excessively sensitive
23 Spool
24 Golf position
25 Lao ___
28 Books of maps
31 Madrid Mrs
34 More robust
36 Jamaican popular music
37 Large jug or pitcher
38 Reticent
42 Principal
43 Copycat
44 Small branch
45 Foul
46 Misgovern
49 Become firm
50 Dispenser sweets
51 Sisters
53 Fate
60 Gnu cousin
61 American space agency
62 Winglike parts
63 Related to the kidneys
64 Camaro model
65 Sets of equipment
66 ‘The ____ has landed’
67 Small horse
68 3:00

DOWN
1 Deep wound
2 With skill
3 Failure
4 Not as many
5 Hunting dog
6 Ill
7 Ollie’s partner
8 Panama and bowler
9 Barbed wire barricade
10 Contradict
11 Norwegian king
12 Go out with
13 Storm centre
21 Give guns again
22 Pertaining to the small intestine
25 Pollex
26 Capital city of Yemen
27 Spanish hero
29 Grant portrayer
30 Travel on snow
31 Moves through water
32 Theatrical entertainment
33 Give it ___!
35 Great length of time
37 Greek vowel
39 Corn
40 FedEx rival
41 Sports area
46 Interfere
47 Complete agreement
48 Insanity
50 Pertaining to punishment
52 Post
53 Entreaty
54 Tolled
55 Cut
56 Edible corm
57 Hip bones
58 Cereal grain
59 Resting place
60 Before

SUDOKO CROSSWORD

Answers can be found on p90

ENTERTAINMENT
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Smell of success
Have a root around in the back of the

warehouse or store room and seize the

chance to get rid of things you thought

were too damaged or out of fashion to

shift. 

Why? Because a Scunthorpe auction

has proved that there is a market for

almost anything.  

A Victorian clerk’s table and an oak

roll-top desk that had been used at

Grimsby docks for more than a century

fetched £100 despite reeking of fish.

Split furniture
Debenhams has followed the lead of a
German furniture company with the
launch of a divorce gift list for people
who become single again.

‘A divorce means that one partner will
be leaving the marital home and
therefore be left without any essentials in

Flying to carpet 
Time spent at an airport can
be dull, but when Delhi
Airport’s Terminal 3 opens in
time for this year’s
Commonwealth Games visitors
can admire some carpet art.
Brintons is supplying
175,000sqm of carpet (think 24
football pitches), resplendent
in geometrics, swirls, florals,
foliage and Paisley patterns.
Given the number of airports
that have Brintons’ finest on
their floors, has anyone
thought of taking a round the
world to see them all? 

Entertainment answers

Easy DifficultMedium

their new house,’ says Peter Moore,
Debenhams head of retailer services.

The German version offers a basic
range of flatpack furniture including bed,
wardrobe, table and TV stand. 

Franc-ly profitable
The shopkeepers in the central French
town of Le Blanc have hit upon a novel
way of boosting trade – accepting francs. 

Although France has switched to the
euro, stores recently celebrated taking
Fr1m since they said in 2007 they would
still accept the old currency. 

Local furniture stores have done

particularly well, with sales 20% higher
thanks to the shoppers travelling from far
and wide to pay with francs. They expect
to take Fr2m by February 2012, when the
Bank of France will no longer accept
francs. 

If only we’d joined the euro…

Double loss
Lady Bracknell’s thoughts on carelessness
must have hit home for one Domotex
exhibitor. Not only did he leave his 400
press packs at the office but he also
forgot to bring any shoes other than his
old trainers.

Saddle up 
We’re fairly sure there aren’t any rules against
horse riding in your dressing gown, but it did
make us wonder if the photographer behind
the Zucchi photoshoot had other plans for the
saddle and whip. Entries on a postcard.

The 12 days of shoplifting
It seems security may not be all that it could be at the Belfast branch of Ikea. A

man stole more than £6,000 of products – including a wardrobe and a bed –

during 12 consecutive days of shoplifting last July and August.

Cameras captured Jason Millar bypassing checkouts and wheeling trolleys

loaded with furniture out of the store. 

His lawyer told Belfast Magistrates Court that most of the items had been

recovered unopened, and some were still in his car as he didn’t have enough

room in the house for them. 

He told the court that Millar had psychiatric problems and ‘was a man begging

to be caught.’

The court agreed, giving Millar an eight month suspended sentence, along

with another four month suspended sentence for possessing and cultivating

cannabis that police discovered at his home.
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